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Chibitronics Effects stickers and 
stencil 

• CBI011 

Effects Stickers generate an effect to control your LEDs (or 

other output!). This pack contains four pre-programmed and 

craft-friendly effects: blink, fade, twinkle and heartbeat 

Circuit Stickers are electronic stickers that you can use to build glowing, sensing, and 

interactive projects without any complicated equipment or programming skills. All you 

need is your imagination. 



Building circuits with them is fun and easy -- just stick them onto a surface like you 

would with a normal sticker, and build up a circuit by sticking several stickers together 

and adding a battery. They’re an approachable way to learn and create electronics 
through craft, whether you’re just starting out with circuits or creating complex 

interactive artworks. 

• light, paper-thin and flexible circuit boards cut into small, fun shapes 

• anisotropic conductive adhesive on the back sticks to most surfaces 

• can be used with virtually any conductive materials as “wiring”-- such as conductive threads and 

paints or even wires and aluminium foil from your kitchen. 

Chibitronics even have a great learning portal with tutorials and additional resources 

Comes with a craft stencil for planning complicated circuits using accurate pad shapes 

for effects and lights 
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